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Abstract. We probe a general minimal p; ir theorem which yields as corollaries many results 
about minimal pairs for P obtained previously by various authors. Furthermore. it yields .!~e new 
counterintuitive result that there exist ‘arbitrarily complex’ minimal pairs. We also investigate 
the question of whether minimal pairs in NP are ‘low’. 
1. Introduction 
The stu & of i,linimal pairs in recursive function theory was motivated by providing 
a rcfutatron of Shoenfield’s homoger&t;m conjecture for the r.e. degrees (cf. [ 141). 
It is known that there exist r.e. minimal pairs. Inspired by the recursion theoretic 
results. many authors investigated the question of whether minimal pairs for P exist. 
Ladner [g] showed that minimai pairs for P exist, but he gave no upper bound on 
the complexity of the minimal pair. Machtey [lo] proved that minimal pairs for P 
exist with sub-exponential complexity. Breidbart [3] and Landweber et al. [9] show 
the existence of minimal pairs ‘below’ each non-polynomial set. Thus, there exist 
minirlal pairs ‘arbitrarily close’ to P. A consequence is that if P # NP, then there 
exist minimal pairs in NP- P. This could be compared with the recursion theoretic 
result by Lachlan [h] that there are r.e. degrees below which there are no mimmal 
pairs. 
Chew and Machtey [4] give an elegant treatment of complexity theoretic density 
and minimal pair results which is intended to give thf. general idea of the ‘delayed 
diagonalization’ and ‘looking back’ proof techniques rather than to obtain the 
strongest possible results. 
In this paper we present a very general minimal pair theorem which is formulated 
in a similar fashion to that of the uniform diagonalization theorem in [ 121. Virtually 
;ul former results about minimal pairs can be obtained as corollaries of our theorem. 
We believe that a thec;em like the one presented here, together with a clean detailed 
proof, though being more technical than in [4], can contribute to the clarification 
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of more complex proof techniques. Some further corollaries of the theorem show 
shat there exist minimal pairs for P of arbitrary complexity, which seems counter- 
intuitive. Further, we investigate the question of wheth,: minimal pairs in NP are 
‘iow’. 
2. Preliminaries 
Al our setc are languages over some fixed alphabet 2, IZi 2 2. For a string WE L’*. 
1~1 denotes the length of \t’. We assume a total ordering of 2’* such that shorter 
strings precede longer ones and strings of the same length are ordered lexicographi- 
tally. L* = { W(), U’,, WL, . . .}_ 
Our model of computation is the multitape Turing machine. For a Turing machine 
M, lot f.(M) denote the set accepted by M. A (possibly nondeterministic) Turin3 
machine M is f( H ) time bounded for a function _f: N + N if for all inputs of length 
tl, M makes at most J( rz 1 steps on all computation paths. If f‘ can be taken to be a 
pc;+~mi:tl, then RI is polynomial time bounded. Define 
r)~l~ll~(f(tz))={Ac2’* 1 ;2 = L(M) for some deterministic f( II) time 
bounded Turing machine 34). 
N~rI\ik( _/j if ) ) ‘= { ,4 c_ z‘* 1 /I = L( M) for sc?me nondeterministic f( 11) 
time hounded Turing machine M}. 
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r:,, P,. &. . . . is the rccursivc presentation, then it is easy to obtain a recursive :*! t 
l\ that is not in ‘6: dcfi~ w,, E A if and only if w,, e L( P,,). 
In [9, 121 a certain ‘gap language’ G[r] is introduced. Here we will consida ;I 
slightly more sophisticated version. For a function r: N + N, r(n) ~7 11, and natural 
rumba-s i, t2, 0 =S i < t2, define 
(i:‘[r]=(x~~*Ir’~‘(())~I.~~<~‘~+”(()) for some k, k =i (mod n)). 
Here rlk,( 1 means k-fold application of the function r. Observe that G,‘,[r] coincides 
with the e::r!i 1 _a- definition of G[r] in [9, 121. By an argument similar to that in [ 121, 
for each i and tt, 0 5 i 5 t2, and time constructible function r, rl /z 1 > ~1, the set G:‘[r] 
is in P. 
A pair of sets {I& IL} is called a minitrzd pnir (for P) if and only if 
(4 t3,PP. i= 1,2:, 
cb) I,+$, i- 1, -). implies DC P. 
It is possible to gencrnlizc thi\ definition to other subrecm+c rcducibiiities. In 
this case, etery occurrence of ‘P‘ in the above definition must be replaced by the 
O-degree of the reducibility under consideration. The following theorem is formu- 
Iared in terms of the above minimal pn’; definition which fixes 5s y-reducibility and 
P (the O-degree of s 7). but it is not hard to expand the theorem and its proof to 
sklch otht r +!-; :cur& reducib;lit; ‘\ . . 1 _. . 
3. The minimal pair theorem 
and 
r2( n) = 1+ max {the length of the least z such that 1 ZI 3 11 and 
1’ )I 
z E A2L1L(P,)}. 
Since A, & % and % is closed under finite variations, for each i, there exist infinitely 
many z such that z E A, a L(P,). Therefore, and by the fact that each Pi halts on 
each input, rI is a total recursive function. The same argument applies to r2. 
Since A, and A2 are recursive, there exist Turing machines M, and M2 which 
halt on each input such that Al = L(M,) and A2 = I-(&). Let ?1,& IV + IV be 
monotone increasing recursive functions that bound the number of steps of MI and 
Mz on inputs of length 11, respectively. 
Let sCt2) 12max{r,(n), r,(n), t,(n), k(rt) ,2”) be a time-constructible function. 
Then for c_ach i and II, 0 c i c: n, G:‘[s] E P. Dofinc B, = A, n Gf,I.Cj ad B, = Al n 
G’;[s 1. W verify that f3,, & have the desired properties. 
First, suppose 13, E ‘C;, then there exists a j such that B = L(1),). Choose a k such 
that s” ‘(0) 2 j and k = 0 (mod 6). By the construction of rl, there exists a string z. 
s”‘(0) 5 1~1~ s’~+“(O), such that z E A, A L(,P,J. Sinctz A, and R, arc identical on 
the set (z 1 .s%) 5 IzI ( s” ’ “(0)) c G,:‘[s]. we have z E B, A L( P,). a contradiction. 
which proves thar 13, e ‘ft. A similar argument shows that Hz B ‘f‘. 
Second, the fr;!lowing polynomial-time computahlc function f witncsscs that 
f3, c ;:,/I,: 
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else continue in the yes- (no-) state of Q2 if Mz accepts 
(rejects) input y. 
Accept if Q1 accepts; else reject. 
We claim that this algorithm is polynomial time-bounded. Clearly, all the case 
decisions can be made in polynomial time. Suppose that the first then-case occurs, 
that is, XE G&]u G$]u G&l. Then for some k, k =2 (mod 6), S(~)(O) 5 1x1~ 
~‘k’-“(0). Let y be a string that appears on Q’s query tape in a computation with 
:nput .Y. Then for almost all s, Iyl< 2l”s 2”lA ’ “(“‘c ~~~‘~‘(0) because s(n) 2 2”. It 
follows that if y E G&l, then Iy/ -5 s” ” (0). Hence the run time of A& on y is at 
most f,(iyl) s t,(s”‘ “(0)) d s”‘(Of 5 1x1 because tl is monotone increasing and 
s( tr ) 2 tJ (n). Hence, in this case, y E? L( M, ) = A, can be decided in at most 1x1 steps. 
Since the argumel;lt is completely symmetric if x BI c’;$] u G;[s] u GAS], we have 
shown that F CL P. iTI 
4. Applications 
We now proceed with some applications of the Minimal Pair Theorem. 
c 
Proof. Choose any NP-complete set (e.g., SAT) for A, and A2 in the theorem and 
f = P. P is clearly, closed under finite variations and recursively presentable (see 
[ 131). Then tht theorem yields a minimal pair in NP- P. El 
Observe that the minimal pair in Carollary 2 is s’;-incomp,trable and thus not 
s y-complete for NP. 
It is also possible to use the theorem to construct minimal p:tirs in two different 
complexity classes. 
The foilovving corollary is similar to theorems appearing in [s>] and [3]. 
U. Schiining 
(b) YP!$,, Lp,SFX, i=1,2, 
(c) FaY D,. i = 1.2 implies F s FX. 
Proof. Apply $4 3 Minimal Pair Thearem with % ={E’I E s;X} and A I = AZ = Y. 
Then % is cl,, 4 recursively presentable by combining a recursive enumeration of 
all polyno3. - UJ~ and deterministic oracle machines with a decision procedure 
for X {see 1: ‘1). IThe theorem provides a minimal pair {B,, f3,) such that B, @ ‘f;, 
i=1,2, that is? B, &X. Now define D, = OBi u 1X, i = 1,2. It follows that 
X~LD,S:‘.Y, i=1,2, and Y&D;, D$!LX. Let F be a set such that FayDi, 
i = l_ 2. Then the polynomial-time procedure for F in the Froof of the Minimal 
Pair Theorem becomes a polynomial-time procedure reiative to X, hence 
f- 5: ‘; ,x-_ c 
Observe that the results by Rreidbart [3] and Landwebcr et al. [9] mentioned in 
Section 1 are special cases of Corollary 4. Using recursion theoretic terminology, 
Corollary 4 asserts that all polynomial Turing degrees are branching. This should 
bc contrast4 with Lachlan‘s result [7] that there are non-branching r.e. degrees. 
‘I’ht: next corollaries arc somewhat counterintuitive because they state that in 
wne sense there exist ‘arbitrarily complex’ minimal pairs. 
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Observe that a stronger interpretation of saying ‘there exist arbitrarily complex 
minimal pairs’ would be that for every (recursive) set A there exists a (recursive) 
set B such that A SF B and B is half of a minimal pair. Unfortunately, we cannot 
prove this by our methods. 
Recursion theorists have considered the question of whether minimal pairs are 
low or high in the recursion theoretic sense [ 141. It is possible to construct low 
minimal pairs as well as high minimal pairs (the latter requires infinite injury priority 
metho&, cf . [I 4, p. 22%). Recently, a translation of the recursion theoretic low 
and high hierarchy into the P- NP-context has been achieved by this author [ 131. 
For the exact definitions, please see [ 131. By the previous applications of the Minimal 
Pair Theorem, it is lcasy to see that there exist minimal pairs in NP That are not in 
the low hierarchy ii1 NP because the low hierarchy is recursively presentable [13]. 
On thlr other hand, if there is a low set in NP that is not in P (in the terminology 
of [ 131. LH - P f CI) then there is also a low minimal pair in NP by Corollary 4. A 
sufficient condition for the existence of low sets in NP that are not in P is EXPTIXIE f 
Nt:XP-rtA<tE, because by results in [S], all sets in NP over a one-letter alphabet are 
included in the second ievel of the low hierarchy in NP. We summarize this in the 
following wrollary. 
Proof. If IXX~YI~IL; # NESWIIMZ~, tnen by an easy padding :irgument (see [2]) there 
exist sets over a one-letter alphabet (tally sets) in NP- P. Let A, and A2 be such 
a set. and let Y = P in the Minimal Pair Theorem. Then the minimal pair provided 
by the theorem can easily be seen to bc a tally set. CJ 
S. Remarks 
By ;1 careful analysis the gap language can be seen to be recognizable in linear 
time. Such cthcicncy considerations can be :ound in L-33. 
Obviously, the proof of the Minimal Pair ‘I‘hcor t’m does not depend on the notion 
of ‘.. 1,’ -reduction. It is possible to gcneralizt2 the defmition of minimal pair ;;nd t!Jta 
Jlinirnal P;tir Thwrcm to other subrccursive rcducibilitics defined in ter ins of 
restricting some kind of resource such as time or space hv a recursive function. _ 
Ah it is p<lssiblc to gcneralizc the Minimal Pair Theorem to such reducibilitk :IS 
y- or R-reducibility (see [ 11). Then the set F in the proof of the theorem 1s no 
longer in P but in NPn co-NP or in R n co-R (that is, the O-degree of y- or 
K - rc:lucihr~ity, rcspcctiwly 1. A somewhat more general development can hc found 
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